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Thd Colitinuing

the Lilly Endowment,

ihter-discipiinary. st

can be 'structured in

immediate entry into'

_Conference\ for the-Liberal .Arts sponsored

Inc., was organized to test the thesks,,.that

udiei involving; the basic arts and, science ,

a way to provide superior preparation fir

careers not always-Associated with undergrOuate

education. 'As a result gf'a Series of meetings a new set of

relationships' has emerged among the colldges, relationships which

have already f6Stered plans for exchange of ideas, of-people, of

'programs and oresourCes. Of particular concern to,the twenty

schoolsr ng the Conference is the attention given,toimplement-
.

/ 1441,
, A

,ing programs.for areer develdpment within the context of value:

and a:traditional liberal arts curriculum.

Illustratifre of the variety og,dograms maintained by Con-. .

Unuing Conference institutions are the following from AUgustaina'-,

-Co1lege, Denison University, and Saint JOseph's College.
_

, 'The August!ena program comhines short periods of off-campus.

work -study with basic academic programs oxi campus for both students

and faculty, with the intent of increasing career awareness among
.

both. Students spend, fourweek ..l..01.,the jOb with lo:balemploiere
,

including an agrfcultural equipment Manufacturer, radib and TV
. . , , . . ,

stations and museums. The in'ternshiPs are supplemented with a
1 ,

c
V

seminar and an evaluationfperiod. gaculty are placed in situations

similar to student internships.' The intent is to'enlarge'the .

faculty's knowledge of the business and professional 4 14_1-and
,

their value, systems) and to help them be more effeCtime-in advising

students regard 9. career choices. 0

fi

r
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The Denison, University program on "Sipulation, and le'arAing"
...

, .

intends ag4121qap between theorK,,:and the eapplication of what_ .

.,,

...-

is learned. It provides intensive t raining in problem - solving and

,Okdesion.,making., It:c creates contexts- in-' ith complex questions
N,
vr of es may be addtessedstKpre eff ctively,. .-.Student activities

i., -

include role aying, simulation-g eS and modeling .o,,,,f complex
,

f1

n

Situations. It'ap ars that-it is uite'possible tb develop a

working relationship betwe earni g and they quality of an

individuaI's life.

At Saint Joseph'S the approach, to.v,aldes'and-careers is

based on, ad interdisdiplinary progrem'which'is integrative i dts

structure. It gives-the antlre,sttdent:bOdy.a COMIPOD experience in

reflegting on man, his situatioft7his,actlievements and problems,
.

. , ,

his meaning -and purpose. _The m ve toCore demanded radical changes.
, . . . .

, q. -, ,

.
.

in schedules, in departmehtal o ferings; A. Course assignments,

A

and in many .otherlEkng ;a i gheld polibies nd dea.
. 7 .

A. r " A

''l , In attempting to formulate a model -to.evaluate such Al.v.e'ise
.

.

programs, we'fac'ed various obstacles-whichprevented us from adOpt-
. f

ing ,several existant proeeduteS deeloped by, educational researchers..
..

. -

The' primacy of perSonality.develOpment and attitudinal changes,
, .

within the programs under study precluded using any single measure-.
. ,

. ments,rOf'co4pitive achievement. We needed to assess behavioral .

,

and,attitudnal changes., regardless, of whether this 'occurred during
e'rfA A r P..*

a career-oriented program, typified
.r7

by'driternships, or a cultu2a1
, .

..

'and value-oriented curticulumas.exemplified by Saint aoseph's
P

`.
. ,
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College: In many instances the established'gpals set by the staff

lay outside the, area of measurement, that is, they were abstract

and global rather than specifi and behavioral. In this the-

educator involved manifested a,common attitude, stemming certainly

from the time of Classical th'.-,right knowledge leads to

right aCtion. Only in recent' decades hdve soci 1 .scientists at-

tempted to evaluate the complex:ptocess of personali and skill ,

development of late adolescence.

As inmost educational settings, the establishmentsof an

experimental design to; control most of the variables. which migtit

affect desired outcomes dooms as-an insurmountable task. The de-

signers of programs funded tough the Lilly Endowment did not, ,

concern themselves with experimental, design per se, but grimarlly
.1 .,.s. . . 7

, .

ofocused their efforts on program design and implementation. ,
4

A research design that, would adequately Account for vari-,

:ables would require longitudinal studies, requiri a period of

time beycind the period of funding. Their Concerns ldy t imarily

with formative evaluation which we iliterpreted as a quick as
0,

ment of strengths and weaknesses.for the purpose of improving the

program.

In the majority of instances, program directors could not

stablish a control 'gryip by which to comparethe' experimental

grOup. tudentS who participated in'the programs came from a con-
.,

tinuUt with extreme positions. In many instances they elected
.

through interestin the specific educational experience And the
VI
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anticipated end direct bene.fits they see accruing to themselves;

at the other- end they had no choir but to fulfill a- college 're-

quireMent prescribed for all students' Their Mentors did not

envsiAim, an experimentally controlled atmosphere in which the

experiences would take place.

Another major Obstacle derives, from faculty attitudes with

.regard to evaluation.' Most pei-sons connected with the Programs
'

were not trained in research methodolTy nor did they envision

themselves becoming proficient irt that area. Many expressed doubts

out th4 effic y of evaluation methods, and a few rejected such

ri

a prOe-ss

measureme To prove to others what they themselvesNjudge

successful'fro their own'experience and intuition seemed to them

an unessen;Aar.burden.

As program directors, theY expressed concern with the cost

the phi ophical grounds that true education defies'

and th9 energy of implementing, an evaluation program, when they

redllydesired using theirresources for program development.

"Their prior experience;with outside evaluators had, for the most

part, been non-productive. They did not see to,,T evaluation could
_

lead tcl) the improvement of-their program and looked upon it

Primarily as meeting the accountability r quirements, 'necessary but

painful, of a granting agency. They did of vieW evaluation as

formative which could lead to program improvement, and a bitter

use of funds granted to them.

-
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The model which we proposed fo'them ant ipated most of the

objectionl cite above and incorporated them into the evaluation

procedures. Basically, our desired.outcomes were: ,(1) ollection

of data onNWhich fol,ground Aecisioncp-makingswith reasonable e endi-
Y.

ture of resources; (2) Documentation of evidence so that outside
eviituoks can
iwaga's oetstil make quasi-independent judgments and be persuaded b IF

the statementsof insiders; and, (3) Cooperation with program staff

with regard to the development of evaluation design, self-ealuatfon,
!,

and report writing.

Tor this, we made an adaptation of a perception based model
r

of evaluation grounded primarily on the work-of,Ilichar Kunkel and
. ,

others at Saint Louis University and theCIPP model of Daniel
q

Stufflebeam, which speaks to the analysis of a program with regard

to Context; input, process and product. We anticipated that this

approach would by mucA less threatening to4aculty -members, would

involve them in the entire process, and.would indicate to them ways
- ,

in which they could improve their basic program during its begin-

ning stages.,

Serying'as a touchstone of-our perception based model was

the belief that in most instances the objectives, as defined by

the project directors, can not be measured by standard instruments.

Our perception-based model maintains that consensus about the value
I

and quality components of'a Program represents an approximation to

an objective measurement of success that cannoC4be discounted when
.

the persons ihvolved in the educational experience agree that they

are achieving de:sired benefits.

K
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ToAneet. the initial objections of many.proj-ect directors

th regard to evaluation, we set as our goals the following

characteristics:'"First, that the process be helpful and that the

personnel involved in the programs recognize that our procedures

would benefit them by stimulating them to think in terms" of im-
-.

proving student learning. Our emphasis lay in formative evaluation,.

with constant revision of the program in light of new information

with regard to its effectiveness as an ongoingdprocess: We*didnot

stresliprocedures or acceptance .of data unless ,the program adminisu-

ttators would accept it and use it
v

in decis,ion=making both for the
4

immediat? and long term ,durition,of the program.<

That ;the process be reasonable in. terms of expending human

energy, time, and financial,exPenditures-. Our-hope was to provide

makimUminformation about_the effects of projects with miriimurti

,,tinput, This met the concern to project directors that nearly all

of the money grantedto them' e used .in planning activities' to"*

bring about changein students.and that a reasonably- minimal amount

would go to monitoring the ptodess. ThUs, we did.not,encOurage

over-use of standardized-instruments.Which Ore ,costly to administer.
.

,. ..

4nd difficult t0 analyze in terms of the program's Zirect effect on-
/

a
,.. .

students: .

.

;
,

.

'Third, that our approach would be holistic;.thaeis, a

great variety of 'sources Of evidence with regard'to success of the

program,WOuld be inVestigapd'and admitted Info the, evaluation pro-,
\

deaUre. This would.indlude perc ptions of students' from a variety
to

-7

401
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of sources, Observation of \bes process', observable commitment given
%'

by persons in 'support of the rogram, comments,.letters,-and

critical incidences-- all clearl indicating td\the program directors

that the activities were prized by i dividuals and hat behavioral

change was observed and recognized by pa icipants. short, the.

question raiged here was, what,ind of eviden would yOU ccept

as marking success in your'program, ao matter how .rigid or u

usual it might

FoUrth, that the inter-personal relationhipbe on of

negotiation at each step of the way. Instead of intruding o

objectives, values, and measurementsof-outcomes into their sys em,.

we discussed these concepts with the staff 'ascertaining what

ftstations of these they feWessential for thd,program. If there-
.

was a discrepancy between their views'and yrs, which we as ,c61-1-,

N

qUltants could'notaccept, these were - negotiated to everyone's 1

mutual satisfaction. That process.also applied to,th evidences

that would beacceptable,as marking progress a4 well as final

repOrts si4bmitteorto.the Endowment. In this latter case, when
.

agreement Oa,spe'cific points, could not be reached, the institution

responded to our critique of their self-evaluation 1,ith, one of

their own. Our approach was.committed-o dialogue with regard to

all aspects of evaluation, prbcedures, never stressing our own

,
,,

' biases, but always pushing them to clarif.', and explain why the
,

$.

...,

"'
,

objectives and' evidences which they desire0 werey,indeed,,valuable
%.

I
s "

'and valid'with regard to,prOgrant goals.' 0

..

%.

N
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Fifth; that the anal=yses of iliformation be moved,iri a

(Q);

direction of greater "quantification, when, the bases of data 1.42X
,

attitudinal:an& subjective as ' indicated by self-evaluation

techniqUes. Essentially we desired that the evidncessuseti in,

jtidgihg the program be documented in .some way to be summarized
0

and assimilated, more easily by a non-involved third party.' Sb

ofteri When we began to talk about anthiBpolniCal evii4nces of

ti `succpss,. project directors indicated that they could recallmany.

item from their past experiehce which would indidate achievement

of stated-objectives. However, they eould.not v6rify,these by

producing documenstatiOn that would\convince us of the sersuasive-

ness of these attitudes.

. ,

The'actual process of evaluation proceeds. accordingly.:
. , .

. .,

As eV'aluator consultants' we visited _and arrange&.to negotiate 'all

aspects of the'prOcessvith "personnel invOlved in the programs,

We'raised questions as' follows: at major que'sfions should be

asked in theevalilation and what ar..othe objeCtivesoUthe ex-

perlence?What sources of evidence can le foUnd with regaid'to the

process ?' What quality components tan we apply to-the evidence
I r

treceived through the various processeS of data gathering? Who
,

1,

are.the best judges, cif the process and how much weight ought one.'
,

.

-11
., . .

to give to the evidence derived from theina
.

-1 '

,

. -

0 .

. We requestedmaterials about the program\and evaluative''
.

,

,

data and reports: We strove through letters, tel,ephone.calls, ,
..

. ,

and the on -site- visitation lo build mutual understanding and trust

t

r
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.

for' 'our role in..tlw evaluation process: We gave. feedback after

[our fitst,me)ting 1.11 t, receipt of, their self-evaluation repo;t.s-
,,,

., .,
r., I, A

and encotragedlthem to 44e candid in appraising our,effortS,and
i 'ISw ^ I,' #

activities. .

. . A,., , , .

\\ The _programs frOm three of the Continuing Conferende schools '

provide\exaMples by which to demonstrate our, approach. in judging
..

k

1the success of internships, we develbped several, means grounded

,,on perception and affirmed by project personnel as valid. appraiserS
.. '?

of the process. Through the' use ora log written.lby students on a
, -,

.

daily,or weekly hoped to encourage students to reflect
, .

in written form about:their dXperiences, ethphasizingmotImuch

their performante of activities but focusing on their attitudes,

toward the job e'nvironMent values issues whigh emerged, their

'emotional.feelings about them, ana insights that occurred with

regard to .decision- making while, engaged in their' work situation.

AD ana1ysis of thel.og'over a period of weeks or months would

- indicate the 'depth of thinking and insightfulness which a student

was undergoing. 'The criteria by which to measure progress were

distilled from'the overall objectives of the internship component

of the program.' 14e,..encouraged:the evaluators to describe' a pro-
-.

gression of stept th oUgh which the student mould pass as-a way to

assess individualaS 11 ap group development.
2,

We' encouraged he d'e'velopment Of "benchmarks ", as a means

of recording,atitudes towards the process of the internship by
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the instructor, student, and the supervisor. These are brief

instruments utilizing Likert scales and'open-ended question` to

elicit 'judgments off, satisfaction and self-evaluation of progress

toward individual obj ttives, designed 'for use at frequent j_nter-
.

vals so 'that the results an be used to alter the activities or

relationships throughout the length of an experience.

We felt that an interview with both supervisor'and student

would yield deeper insights to behavioral and attitudinal changes-
.

and permit comparisons of twO different perceptions of the same,

events. We suggested a directed interview, the results of which

/

could be do,cumented and tabulated in quantifiable manner.

The simulation program implemented at Denison University

1 lends itself easily to,the use of "'benchmarks ". .Both students and.

instructors could use such,anstruments as a quifk way,of register-
. ,

,

ing their satisfaction with the unique teaching methods used.
. \

.

,
... ... \

Observatiom\of the i.mulation in a claisroom presentation ffprs

another source of evidence for consideration The observer,mtkst
4

ql .
construct triteria by which he judges the quality' of the experience

,.*

for tudent.S' in consort with the instructor b sed on the objectives

of the particular simulatidn. involved. Self aluation in greater

.

depth from students can be learned from requited essays or,Inter-

views during or at the conclusion Of.the'eperience. Again,
-

criteria ought "to le. set after clkeful.consideratipm,of Objectives.'

Some,way to document the findings ought to be gmployed so inform-
,.. , ,'

.tion gainechcan be offered to an 'outsider in 'a Tersuasive,format.
1

,

.

0,

,

. ..I. A..,
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Not strpisin5ly, the most difficult programs toevaluate

are those that, aspire'toeducate the liberated individtal. 'So

often in cases of enculturation programs, one is askdd to evaluate

,a philosophof education rather than an educational process. A

traditional'view"of higher education has-maintained that exposure

to the great ideas of Western thought is in itself an elevating)

experience. The goals of such curricula are defined in conceptual
A

teiMs that cannot be judged in any given time frame.
(lb ,

While granting the evanescent nature of the outcomes of

suciloprograms, we argue that some approximations of the success. of.

th4 approaches taken can be learned through use of a perception

based model. We found some reluctance to undertake an instrumented

approach even though the testing and measurements area has many of

these to offer. Basic reasons for rejecting this tack follow from

financial and energy constraints, but,perhaps more importantly

from a distrust that prepared instruments really measure the

qualities desired for the students df specific course.

'tutional philosophies and the special desires of the faculty

- involved seem not to admit the efficacy of a !'canned" treatment.

Adaptations of methods previously deScribed, that is

"benchmarks ", interviews, logs, essays, and observation are all

flexible enough to meet the needs of evaluation. The crucial steps

here are defining- the(criteria by whidh to measure progress. Tie

perCeption based model asks the question,,what would you accePt'as

evidence of success, and who-is the best judge of the process.

,
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rt.

Sowith'the other two programs we pressed individuals to state

their objectives in behavioral activities that could be observed

or in attitudinal terms that could be self-evaluated and recorded.

To judge progress made by students, the faculty were asked

to establish for themselves a developmental schema consistent-with

their objectives. As models we suggested the works'of Lawrence

Kohlberg, Abraham Maslow,'Erik Erikson, William G. Perry, and the

seven vectors of Arthur Chickering. Out of this background a

paradigm compatible with the spetific program could emerge, pr.°-
,

viding the criteria for,personal.growth along continua important

to the designer of the curriculum.

4,1.,, , The results of our approach with tlie,Continuing Conference
.

41 .

i L-------=---
, .

i /
Institutions to-date have been mose'rewargng and, tae, feel, bene-.

. . 1.
ficial to the institutions involved. Becau6t,of bur approac

:.

various methods of evaluation which involVes the participants in

the process of defining goals and objectives, we feel that trust

has been established both for us and the process, and that the

.outcomes of evaluation are accepted. One aspect of our', approach

mentioned by more project personnel than any other as of great

service to them was our insistance upon clarification of objectives

and re-defining goals into behavioral and attitudinal terms which

'could be obserVed, measured through instruments, or self-evaluated

in some meaningful way.
I t
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'With regard to'the process itself, we feel.that 4 working

session with faculty, taking them through the steps of evaluation,.

yields more benefit than oUr'observation or a walk-thru of their

particular project. 'We stressedrthat.our opinion 'bout the pro-w
.4' gram was of little importance, of greater concern as their ability

toset objectivgs, define criteria, and establish acceptable

evidences. Withregard, to the,.final report of th- evaluation, we

learned thdt the most helpful format occurred wh n the personnel

involved wrote their own self-evaluation after o r conferring with
.

them; to which weresp5nded in the form of a ori ique of the

evaIuation'procedures ;rather than:to the 'progra itself. :tin
//

/t;he-ipfarmLtion
,those few occasions where we wrote the report f

given to us by the individual. institutions, bO:t

dissatisfaction. They' argued-tha't we'dld not f

their activities and goals; we'felt esSed bec

gioups expressed

lly unders'tand

use it .required

mor otiations to.rrive at a.polnt of l'satisfACtion,
.4,.. ' .. ,

'. The ,institutional sei -evaluation report encourages, the pivgram
: ,,

staff to , engage in the development ,of their` -own evalugtion pro--

e
.

cedurs from the beginning and blpcks reliance pn,ouXsiders toA

come in and state whatis right or wrong with the-program. The

use of outside "objective evaluatdrs oiltencreates a defensive
.

...
.attitude in which agreat amount of time-and energy is exPended,i41'

1

defending the' negative aspectS,of-the program, or. explaining it
.,- ,

..,,

away by one means or another.


